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Effect of lithium and silicon oxides on formation of boron nitride
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Boron nitride (BN) nanostructures are prominent materials for reinforcement of

advanced coatings and composites because of their unique physical and chemical

properties. BN-nanotubes (BNNTs) have a high elasticity, an extremely high tensile

strength (up to ~35 GPa) and they are stable up to very high temperatures.

Elucidation of factors determining BN nanostructure morphology is therefore a very

important issue for their applications. The present work is devoted to study of the

influence of lithium and silicon oxides on morphology of the BN nanostructures. BN

was synthesized by a vapor transport method from boron oxide and ammonia. Boron

oxide vapor was produced via redox reactions in a mixture of B, MgO, and FeO

heated to 1150oC under a slow ammonia flow transporting the vapor to a high

temperature zone. Stripes of powders of lithium oxide and silica were pasted on a

long BN plate pre-placed in a high temperature furnace zone with the temperature

gradient from 1200°C to 1400°C. After the experiment, a newly formed BN was

observed only in the areas where the oxides were pasted. The yield of BN was

significantly higher in the zone where lithium oxide was applied. SEM analysis

revealed the long, thin and straight BNNTs in the lithium oxide area located in the

temperature range between 1280OC and 1300oC. In the higher temperature region,

the curved BNNTs appeared and both their diameter and amount increased with

temperature. Above 1350oC, only large round BN particles were found. In the area of

silica, BNNTs of similar morphology were found in the area located in the temperature

range of 1350OC-1380oC. The experiments have shown the following: (i) Li and Si

oxides promote the BN synthesis from boron oxide vapor, (ii) BNNTs growth is very

temperature sensitive and observed only in the narrow temperature range of about

20-30oC, (iii) lithium oxide facilitates BNNTs growth at lower temperature as

compared to silica.
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